
In 1997, Peace Learning Center was created by a team of
people that included Tim Nation, PLC’s Executive Director, to
reduce violence and increase kindness in our community.
Peace Learning Center is a registered 501(c)3 nonprofit
organization.

Although it all started with a few people concerned about
neighborhood and family violence in Indianapolis PLC quickly
grew into a community educational institution promoting
peace-building and conflict resolution with programs
replicated in eight US cities and five countries.

We work directly with schools, community nonprofits,
businesses, juvenile correctional facilities, and faith groups
to facilitate peace education sessions.  At Peace Learning
Center, we believe everyone can be a peacemaker. Each of
our sessions is designed to teach safe and simple ways to
manage anger, solve problems, and develop appreciation for
differing perspectives.
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Description:
Implicit bias is something we all have. This 4-hour workshop examines what it is, how
it differs from overt bias, how to recognize our own, and how we move past bias
through action. Join us for a day of self-exploration and self-reflection in a safe,
encouraging space.
The group will be led through the following self-reflection and discussions:

            Identifying and owning your own implicit bias(es) and overt bias(es)

            How this connects to being a gatekeeper (person with power)

            How this can inform/influence actions and interactions with people

Description:
The objective of these conversations is to provide a space for participants to process,
reflect and share their needs.  Most recently the conversations have been rooted around
racial equity and COVID.  The focus of the circle can be dictated by current needs of the
organization.  Circles can vary in time but most commonly are suggested at 1.5-2 hours.

IMPLICIT BIAS 

RESPONSIVE CIRCLES

CREATING SPACE FOR 
CRITICAL CONVERSATIONS 

Description:
In this 2-hour workshop participants learn skills necessary to have critical conversations
with people around issues of values-based importance, including how to address hate
language and bias. This training works to create opportunities for practice and self-
reflection.

AVAILABLE WORKSHOPS: 



THE 4 I'S OF OPPRESSION

UNDERSTANDING AND INTERRUPTING
MICROAGGRESSIONS

CONFLICT STYLES AND
RESOLUTION

Description:
The 4-hour workshop allows individuals to analyze power through a lens of historic and
systemic oppression, and to relate that understanding to the issues of equity, bias, and
social justice in their daily lives and organizations. Participants will gain a
shared understanding and vocabulary around equity, to work toward institutional
justice. Ideological, Institutional, Interpersonal, Internalized.

Description:
Microaggressions are all around us. In this 2-hour workshops participants will
define the term, its history and impact, and build awareness of
microaggressions in daily life.

Description:
In this 2-hour workshop participants will learn about their own and their colleagues conflict
styles and then be given a conflict resolution tool (STEP) to use when conflict and
disagreements arise.  This workshop allows for self and group reflection and skills practice.   
Participants will walk away with growth in self-awareness and communication skills.



FAMILY LEARNING WORKHSOPS

RESTORATIVE PRACTICES

Description:
Peace Learning Center’s Family Learning Program is an innovative two-generation family
approach that simultaneously works with children and the adults in their lives. The series of
workshops focus on a wide range of topics based off the needs of the community: conflict
resolution, communication skills, healthy eating habits, financial literacy, understanding
implicit bias in the family, and other topics. Our Family Learning Program helps families
build new patterns, increase communication, and foster positive solutions to behavioral
problems.  Sessions vary in length.

Description:
We cover the core concepts and practice so that you will emerge with a clear understanding
of what restorative practices are (and are not), skills associated with the various steps of
the restorative continuum, how they can be implemented in several settings, and
participants will be given an opportunity to practice some of the techniques.  Sessions vary
in length. 

You can have comfort or you can have courage, but you cannot have both.

-Brene' Brown-



It was very engaging!
They created an
atmosphere for

     sharing and learning.  
I hope everyone in or

company goes through
this!

-Workshop Participant-

SCHEDULING AND LOGISTICS 

N e x t  S t e p s !

PLC focuses its mission by providing effective tools to empower youth, parents, and professionals to address
differences and create healthy learning, workplace, and community environments.  We work alongside
organizations to develop learning plans customized to fit your needs.  To find out more about scheduling,
pricing and workshops contact Director of Engagement, Jay Horan at jhoran@peacelearningcenter.org.


